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the necessary capacity by means of the purification of
mind achieved through disinterested karma. One who
has not yet attained Iliis state of mental purity must go on
doing disinterested karma in a spirit of dedication, to the-
Lord. He too will attain Knowledge gradually, but not
immediately here on earth. By virtue of his actions and
devotion he will go to the highest heaven, live there till
the end of the cycle, and then attain Knowledge and
complete emancipation. This way of attainment is called
krama-mukti or gradual emancipation, as distinguished
from the other kind known as jivan-miikti or liberation,
in this very embodied state. Thus according to Sankara
karma can only precede jnana, not co-exist with it. And
in saying this, it is also fair to state that he excludes,
from the category of, karma vidvat-karma or actions per-
formed by the c knowing ones ' for the good of the world, *
without any egoistic promptings,
It is. from this point of view that £ankara interprets
this difficult  Upani$ad,  and no one can deny that he
makes a very consistent meaning out of it.   There are
however, thinkers who do not see eye to eye with him.
in regard to the way in which he effects the reconciliation.
They maintain that even though Sankara's theory is as
perfect as a theory could possibly be, it is not without
a loop-hole.   If the study of the Upanisads and medi-
tating1  on their meaning are not considered work, and'
therefore regarded as reconcilable with Knowledge, why
not the same be done also with disinterested action per-
formed in a spirit of devotion? The reply of a Sankarite^
would be that the study of the Upanisad and meditation,
though  apparently are forms of work, should not be-
called work, because they lead directly to the destruction

